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ABSTRACT
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This unit was designed for students who already have

elementary discussion skills. It is therefore suggested that

it not be used for sophomores.

RATIPNALE

My students at the beginning of the school year named the

following objectives among their ten major objectives for

the year:

We want to be able to express ourselves openly,
but without hurting the feelings of other people.

We want to improve our discussion skills.

I therefore devised this unit to make possible the

achievement of these two related objectives.
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A NOTE ON GRADING THIS UNIT

Student work in this type of unit is often difficult to

grade. I resorted for the most part to an extra-credit

system so that good performers would be compensated but

others not penalized. Every student who participated in' a

fishbowl discussion received an extra-credit A for that day.

For full-class activities, students who performed well were

given extra-credit A's for the day. It was impossible to

grade small-group discussions, but presumably the best dis-

cussants were picked to represent the group in the fishbowl

and thus earned A's. All individuals in the small group that

designed the most carefully thought-out teacher report card,

however, received A's. Everyone was graded on the discussion

questions submitted in Lesson Seven. All observers received

grades for the Rccuracy of their evaluations of the final

fishbowl.

A number of students who do poorly on written work wsro

able to raise their advisory grades as a result of this

unit.
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LESSON ONE

DhAlgIlyaa

The students will complete a pretest questionnaire on

freedom of expression in this class.

The students will practice reaching consensus.

bmalduri

Distribute Pretest Questionnaire. Collect promptly

after they are completed,

Announce new unit. Draw students' attention to their

objectives to which this unit is directed.

Distribute ditto entitled "Practice Reaching Consensus.

Urge students to work efficiently so as to complete the task

by the end of the period.

Weri(tis

Pretest Questionnaire (ditto)

Practice Reaching Consensus (ditto)

rypluation

Students' responses on questionnaire.

Success of groups in reaching consensus.

3



PRE -TEST QUESTIONNAIRE

DO NOT PUT YOUR NAME OP THIS PAPER

Please answer the following questions thoughtfully,

In this class I feel free to express myself

all the time

most of the time

sometimes

never

(check one)

When I don't feel free to express myself, the reason most
often is

other students wouldn't like it (check one)
the teacher wouldn't like it
other students are talking
the teacher is talking
I don't trust the other students
I don't trust the teacher
Other (please write the reason)

In this class, the students who feel free to express them-
selves make up

100% of the class (cheek one)
75& of the class
51 of the class
25 of the class
nobody in the class11

What can the teacher do to free students to express themselves?

What can you, as a member of he class, do to free other
students to express themselves?



PRACTICE REACHING CONSENSUS

Divide into groups of six or seven. Feel free to move
chairs so that each group can form a circle.

Working alone, each person should mark the following
statements with a D (disagree) or an A (agree).

1. Each person in a group should try to contribute to
the group task even though he feels his contributions are not
important,

2. A group should make certain that all members under-
stand the problem before they begin to develop solutions.

3. As long as the group task is accomplished, it matters
little how the group members feel about how well they wor)ced
together.

4. In order for a group to have direction, a chairman
must be chosen.

5. All members of a group share equally in credit for
group accomplishments and blame for group failure.

6. When a group member knows how to solve the groupie
pr<=em, he should "take over" the group.

7. Self-satisfaction of each member cannot be achieved
if the group task is placed ahead of individual goals.

S. Encouraging other members of the group to partici-
pate in the group task is time-consuming and usually non-
productive.

When everyone has marked his own paper, the group should
come to a consensus, on each statement. (Consensus means the
decisions are made by agreement, pot py vote.) Use the follow-
ing procedure:

1. Choose a group secretary.
2. Each person reads his response to the first question.

If anyone has written "disagree", the group should reword the
statement so that everyone in the group can support it. The
secretary should write down the new wording.

3. Do the above for each statement on the list.
4. When consensus on all the statements is reached, the

group should select two Members of its group, again by consensus,
to meet with representatives of the other groups.

5. Send a representative to the teacher to give her the
secretary's report and the names of the two representatives
chosen by the group.

KEEP THIS DITTO IN YOUR NOTEBOOK.
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LESSON TWO

Oblectivps

The students will reach a conoonsus in a fishbowl

discussion.

The students will evaluate that discussion.

Procedure

Before the class enters, arrange a circle of chairs in

the middle of the room. There should be one chair for each

group representative plus one extra chair. Arrange other

chairs around the inner circle.

Direct the representatives to take seats in the inner

circle. Give them their group's report from yesterday and

copies of ditto "Reaching a Consensus of the Whole Class."

Give other students copies of ditto "Observers." Write on

the board the names of the students in the fishbowl.

Allow discussion to proceed as per instructions on ditto.

When the group's report has been handed to the teacher,

read it to the class. Then, using questions on the observers'

ditto, ask for observers' comments. Ask the following add-

itional questions:

Did the group have a leader? Who?

Did the leadership change or was one person the
leader throughout the discussion?

Did the group operate in accordance with the
statements they agreed upon?

6



Materials

Secretaries' reports from previous day.

Reaching a Consensus of the Whole Class (ditto)

Observers' Report (ditto)

Avalpatj,ort

The group process in the discussion.

The observers' comments.

Comm90

The students, both participants and observers,.were

completely involved in the lesson. On a number of occasions

the extra chair was occupied, once by the teacher when the

group was stymied.,

What a lot is exposed when a discussion is put under

the microscope! One fault was that the students in the

fishbowl forget that they were representing a group and

seemed to be speaking only for themselves. Another was that

the silent members were not encouraged to give input, not

even to give their consent to consensus.

The major problem was that of leadership. (The state-

ment on which the group had the greatest difficulty in

reaching consensus was No. 4, relating to the necessity of

a chairman. This difficulty was reflected in the discussion

process as well as in the discussion itself!) In the first

period class, one student dominated the group, Any progress

the group made was her doing, but she did not listen to others
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nor encourage their input. Obviously resentment was created.

Finally an observer took the extra chair and attempted to

"tell her off." He wanted to pursue his point long after

he had made it, however, and I had to ask him to return to

the outer circle so that the discussion could continue.

He complained to me after class because I had stopped him.

I tried to explain that such a vitriolic attack would not

solve the problem but that in the future lessons we would

focus on it.

Because statement No. 4 had caused so much difficulty

In both classes, I decided to make the role of a good

chairman the subject of the next lesson.



Reaching a Consensus of the Whole Class
(Group in the Fishbowl)

The task (job) of the group is to arrive at a "class

consensus" on each of the statements that were discussed

yesterday in the other groups.

You will need your ditto from yesterday and the report
written by your group's secretary.

Choose a secretary of today's group.

Each statement that was ahanaect by any group yesterday

must be discussed. You must arrive at consensus on these

statements. This will represent the consensus of the whole

class.

Remember that you are representing your group of yes-

terday. You must present their reasons for changing the

wording as they did. You must try to get a settlement that

will meet their approval and yet will be agreed on by all

the members of this group.

The final wordings should be recorded by the secretary

and presented to the teacher when the group's task has been

completed.

The skill with which you worked yesterday convinced this

observer that you can succeed today!

Note: From time to time, someone in the outer circle may

take the empty seat in your group. When the person accom-

plishes his (her) purpose, he (she) will return to the

outer circle.

9



Name

OBSERVERS

4001

The task (job) of the group in the fishbowl is to arrive
at a class consensus' on each of the statements that were
discussed yesterday in the other groups.

Notice that there is one empty chair in the fishbowl.
If you would like to help clarify your group's opinion, or
in any way help out the progress of the discussion, you may
take the empty seat. When you have accomplished your purpose,
return to your original seat.

Watch carefully the Process of the discussion. Answer
the following questions:

Who got the discussion started?

Who asked for information?

Who gave information when it was needed?

If the group became confused, who clarified the

situation?
11101,011.malleillisilli011111111111111MMI

Who evaluated (judged) the group's work and/or progress?

Who kept the group working toward the completion of

the task?

Who checked with the group to see how much agreement

had been reached?

Note: It is possible that more than one person did each

of these jobs. It is also possible that some of these jobs

were unnecessary or just didn't get done. In other words,

you may have several names on some blanks and none on

others.

Please remember to turn in this report.

10



LESSON THREE

9)*0 e
The students will discuss the need for a discussion

chairman in the light of new information.

The students will reach consensus on the meaning of
I

"freedom of expression."

procedure

As you probably have not yet had the opportunity to do

so, it would be well to start this lesson with an explana-

tion of the advantages of reaching consensus over the system

of taking a Majority vote. Certainly the latter system is

quicker, but it excludes completly the opinions of the

minority. Reaching consensus forces more meticulous think.

ing on the question; furthermore, it results in a more

democratic decision.

Remind the class that in yesterday's discussion the group

had the greatest difficulty in reaching consensus, on state

ment No. 4: "In order for a group to have direction, a

chairman must be chosen." One of the factors causing dis-

agreement was lack of knowledge of the role of a good

chairman. Let me give you some information, and then

perhaps we can view the statement in a new light.

Distribute ditto "Group Process."

Read orally the list of responsibilities of a group

leader. Ask students how the role of a group leader here

described differs from the role of a dictator. Lead the

3.1



discussion through each point on the list.

Not only does the leader have specifio duties, but every

member of the group has duties. Read orally the responsibilw

ities of a group member.

Doss this information change your feelings about state-

ment No. 4? Conduct discussion until consensus on that

statement has been reached.

Read and explain task roles. The students will understand

that for a successful discussion these tasks must be performed,

but they may be done by any member of the group.

Explain the term uResource Person''. Say that the teacher

can always be called on as a resource person.

Tell class that on the questionnaire they completed two

days ago, they were asked to evaluate freedom of expression

in this cla66; How do they define ',freedom of expressionu?

Conduct discussion until consensus has been reached. (If

time is running short, this item may be postponed until the

beginning of the next lesson.)

Materials

Group Process (ditto)

gvaluatim

Improvement in ability to reach consensus.

Comment

The information on responsibilities of a group leader

and of group members was a revelation to the students.

They readily agreed that a small group could function with-

out a leader but that a large group would probably need one.

12
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The latter point was made after I abdicated the leadership

role. The discussion floundered until a student emerged as

leader -- incidentally, it was the student who had objected

to the dictatorial leadership the day before.

The class reached the following consensus on the meaning

of freedom of expres.sion:

Period 1. Expressing ourselves openly and freely means

expressing ourselves in a relaxed manner without feeling hos-

tility or creating any.

Period 2. Expressing ourselves openly and freely means

speaking up when we have something to say.

13



GROUP PROCESS

IO sincerely sensitive to the needs of the groPP4
2,HRtoal6:sindere interest in the group process and in

accomplishing the group task.
3.. When the question rot discuSsion:is known in advance,

he prePare$ himself by research and analysis of the
question,

4. Leads the discuSsion by:
a. EstabliShing)tt climate that promotes maximum

poticipation.
1L) Encouraging thoroUgh analysis,
c Clarifying,
d. Summariting and keeping group members inforMed

Of their progress toward the group goal,
e. Encouraging members to assume positive roles.

Responsibil*tie* of a Group MPrOber
1. PromOteP group solidarity.
2. Clearly sees his relationship to other group members.
3. Is sincerely interested in the group process and in

accomplishing the group goal.
4. When the question for distussion is known in advance,

he prepares himself by research and analysi$ of the
question.

5. Actively partiCipatest
a. Initiates ideas.
b. Evaluates what he hears.
c. Responds to the contributions of others.
d. Welcomes evaluation of his ideas.
e. Assumes leadership as needed.

21/41011
The following task roles must be performed in any group if the
grow is to succeed. These roles may be played by a leader
and/or any member.

1. Init*Atink. Proposing tasks or goals; defining a
Icoup prObleM; suggesting a procedure.
nformationnformation Pr ct. Requesting facts;
asking for suggestions and'ideas.

3. Informattprk 9r opinion. giving. Offering facts; stating
a belief; giving suggestiOns or ideas,

4. r . Interpreting or reflecting
ideas-and Suggestions' ndicating alternatives
before the group; giving examples.

5. Duramari4m Pulling together related ideas; re-
stating suggestions after the group has discussed
the0; offering a decision for the group to accept
or reject.

6. gongensus testing. Checking with the group to see how
. much agreement has been reached.

KEEP THIS DITTO IN YOUR NOTEBOOK.



LESSON FOUR

Qbjectivel.

The students will comment on the results of the pro-

test questionnaire.

The students will make living sculptures to exemplify

the way they see members of the class relating to the group.

Procedure

Distribute copies of the results of the pre-test

questionnaire. Ask students to read silently. Invite

comments.

Explain the concept of the living sculpture. You might

need to create an example. If so, arrange students in posi-

tions and relationships that show the way You see them in

the group. Then ask individual students'to do the same

thing to show their perceptions of the group.

Materiels

Redults of Questionnaire on Fretdom of Expression

in This °lass.

Evaluation

Comments on results of pre-test questionnaire.

Perceptions of the way individuals relate to the group.

gement

Students were amused at the results of the questionnaire,

They had little serious comment except to note the snail

percentage that felt free to express themselves.

The living sculpture worked well in the first period

class, It seemed to clear the air of factional hostility
15



by allowing the students to laugh at, themselves. The students

took great pleasure in placing the teacher in thear sculptures,

thus fostering a feeling of comraderit by making her part

of the group.

The second Period class refused to partieipate in the

scheduled activity, The day being Friday, some students

requested a free period, Others objected.* The teacher eat

in a student chair and let the disoussion follow its own

course. The discussion proved to be valuable in clarifying

goals and values. The teacher participated as a group member,

not as a leader.

16



RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE ON FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION IN THIS CLASS

Ootober 16, 1973
(Period 1)

In this class I feel free to express myself
all .the, time 7
most of. the time 5

sometimes 14
never 2

When I don't feel free to express myself, the reason most
often is

other students wouldn't like it
the teacher wouldn't like it
other students are,talking
the teacher is talking
I don't trust other students
I don't trust the teacher
Other:
I don't trust my answer.
The teacher isn't reasonable.
I'm not in the mood.
X don't feel like it.
I would rather )isten sometimes
people may get me wrong.
Hostile atmosphere.

The students who feel free to
100% of the
75% of the
50% of the
25% of the
nobody

4
1
9
3
0
1

express themselves make up
class 2

dams 9
°lass 3
olass 10

2

What can the teacher do to free students to express themselves?
More organization fo only one person speaks at a time 2
Encourage 2 Listen to students
Don't know Nothing more than she's doing
Make them talk already
Nothing Have a spelling test between
Have more talking activities boys and girls
Let them speak when they really
want to Let them express themselves

Demand respect while someone
is talking

What can x211 do to free other students to express themselves?
Cooperate
Stop talking and listen
Listen to what others say 4
I shouldn't talk too much so that other get a chance
Start talking more often
Pay more attention to what others are saying

17



Invite other students to join our group; help them when they
need help.

Keep trying to talk to them
Not be afraid to express ourselves
Nothing 4

18
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RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE ON FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION IN THIS GLASS'

October 16, 1973 (Period 2)

In this class I feel free to express myself
all the time 4
most of the time 4
sometimes 13
never 7

When I don't feel free to express myself, the reason most
often 18

other students wouldn't like it 2
the teacher wouldn't like it 6
other students are talking 5
the teacher is talking 4
I don't trust other students 0
I don't trust.the teacher 3
Other:

I don't talk very much.
The teacher always tells me to shut up.
Don't feel like saying anything. 3
I'm quiet anyway.

The students who feel free to express themselves make up
100% of the class 4
78g of the class 7
5 of the class 5
25% of the class 12
nobody 1

What can the teacher do to free students to express themselves?
Let them talk Have a talk session so that
Keep others quiet sometimes students can express their
Anything feelings.

She should try and take complete
Shut up control of her comrades.
Have group discussions By making the discussion more
Nothing 5 interesting,
Retire Teach the students to interact -
Make other students stop to act as one.

talking. Get them in the habit of
Be cool. answering questions and
Keep her mouth shut some- expressing their opinions

times. Be free to express herself.

What can yslu do to free other students to express themselves?
Wait; in due time they will express themselves.
Nothing 7
Mind your business while they attend to theirs.
Tell them to talk when they get ready.
By making the discussion more interesting.
Anything.
Keep your mouth shut and let everybody express their own
self when called on.

19
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The students will practice group process skillS in

small group discussions.

LESSON FIVE

Zualat
Ask students to read silently the ditto in their note'.

books.called ',Group Process" to refresh their memories.

Distribute stapled three-page ditto. Permit discussion

to proceed as per instructions in the ditto.

As each group report is submitted, give each member of

the group an evaluation form. Ask students to complete the

evaluations individually, not by group discussion. You may

need to explain the continuum scale.

Materials

Which Teachers Should Be Hired? (three page ditto)

Evaluation of Group Process (ditto)

raga= -.k

Teacher observation of group process.

Student evaluations

Comment,

The subject matter precipitated lively discussion. The

studentst evaluations were mainly "fours" and nfives".

20
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WHICH TEACHERS SHOULD BE HIRED?

Pretend that a new high school will open in Washington)

D C. next semesterb Pretend also that the. Board of Education

has finally recognized the fact that students are the best

judges of teachets.

The Board of Education has given your group the task of

ranking the teachers who have applied to teach English in, the

order of your preference. A summary of the teachers' quali-

fications is attached.

Procedure:

1. Get into a group of;six or seven students.

2. Decideghether or not your group wants a

chairman. If so, choose the chairman.

3. Choose a secretary for the group.

4. Read the qualifications of each candidate

aloud, and discuss the factors in favor of hiring that

teacher, and the factors against.

5. Reach consensus on a rank order. Number 1

will be the teacher you recommend most highly; number 10

will be the teacher you think would be poorest of all.

The others should be ranked accordingly in between.

The secretary will record the rank order you agree upon.

Choose two members of your group to represent the

group at another meeting which will make the final

decisions. The names of your representatives should be

on the group's report.

21



7. Every member of the group should sign the final

reportwhioh should then be presented to the teacher,

RIGHT ON FOR STUDENTS, RIGHTS!

22



APPLICANTS FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH, MARTIN LUTHER KING
HIGH SCHOOL

The following information is given about each applicant:
1. age 2. sex ). race 4, education 5. experience
6. the applicant's answer to this question: "Why do

you want to teach at Martin Luther King High School?"

22, female, black, BA in English from Cornell University.
No teaching experience. "Because I am Young, intelligent,
and black, I feel I can relate to black students."

. 26, male, black, BS in Black Studies from Bowie State
college. Assistant director of education for Black
Activists League. "I want to teach black kids where it's
at in whitey's world."

48, female, white, BA in English from Connecticut College,

MA in English from American University. 12 yeErs
experience at Anacostia High School. "I enjoy working
with young people."

D. 37, female, black, BS in education from D. C. Teachers
College, MA in education from University of Maryland.
5 years experience at Brown Junior High School and 5 years

at Spingarn'High 80001. "I believe that I can teach
the skills that your students will need in order to find

employment."

E. 32, male, black, BS in psychology from Mississippi State
and MS in education from East Texas State. 10 years
experience in various schools in the state of Mississ-
ippi. At his last school he was assistant basketball
coach -- the team won the state championship for the
last three years. "The pay scale for teachers in
Washington is higher than in my home state."

F. 30, male,' white, BA in English from Otlio State, MA in
sociology from the University of Chicago. For the past
5 years he has been doing research for the Chicago

Board of Education. "I am planning to write a book
about teaching in the ghetto."

G. 28, male, white, BA in English from Dartmouth College,

MA in drama from Catholic University. 3 years experience
at McKinley High School. "I think I can turn kids on to
learning about themselves and their world."

45, female, black, BA in English from Oberlin College,
MA in English from Howard University. 25 years experience
teaching at all levels including junior college. "I

would like to light the lamp of learning and inspire
your students to be seekers after knowledge."

H.

23



I. 39, male, white, BA in English from Harvard College, MA
in English from Johns Hopkins University, PhD in
English from Cambridge University. Taught at a private
school for boys for 8 years. For the 116astlivo' years'
has been teaching at the U. S. Army School for service.
men's children in Munich, Germany. "I believe that all
high school students should have the opportunity to
study the great literature of our,culture.ft

J. 52, female, black, BA in English froM Ham 'ton Institute,
MA in education from Tuskegee. 30 years teaching ex-
perience in various schools, most recently at a private
school for black girls in North Carolina, "Negro
youngsters need the guidance of a cultured member of their
own race who can teach them proper manners and morals."

KEEP THESE DITTOES IN YOUR NOTEBOOK.

24



Name
..,

IVALUATION OF GROUP PROCESS

Make a mark on each of the rating scalesbelow to show how

you judge the discussion in which you just participated0

rellAittt

bored

tense, hostile

closed minds
'uncooperative,

Ihinitaut

little use of
facts

Tinglyectot

confusion) no
direction

C, rananiatign
one person
monopolized

lengthy
contributions

did not listen
to each other

5. reltixed) friendly_

open;loinde4,
000perative

good use of facts

stuck to the subject

good, sense of
direction

3 5 everyone contributed

brief contributions

4 listened carefully
to each other

25



LESSON SIX

a102taXit

Some students will role-play social-emotional roles,

Others will guess at the roles being played.

pikocedttre

Before students enter, arrange seats as per Lesson Two,

but do not place an extra chair in the inner oirlce.

Instruct group representatives to take seats in the inner

circle. Giva them their group's report from yesterday and

copies of ditto "Instructions for the Group in the Fishbowl."

Give the observers the ditto liSocial-Emotional Roles.o Write

on the board the names of the people in the fishbowl. Cut

up in advance one of the dittoes listing social-emotional

roles, Give one native role to each of six members of

the fishbowl. Give a signal for the discussion to start.

After ten minutes or less, stop the discussion, Ask

observers to say who was playing which role and to state the

manifestations of each role.

Assign poO%ive roles to members of the fishbowl, Ask

them to proceed with-theTdiscussion.

When consensus has been reached on the group task, ast:

observers to say who was playing which role and to state the

manifestations of each role.

Discuss the change in the progress of the discussion

when the group switch'3d from negative to positive roles.

26



Be sure to give the fishbowlers copies of the ditto

ItSocial Emotional Rolesli for their information and notebooks.

Naterials

Secretaries reports

Instruction for the Group in the Fishbowl (ditto)

Social-Emotional Roles (ditto)

Individual slips of each of the roles

Discussants' ability to play specified roles and observers'

ability to guess roles being played.

Coment

Despite the difficulty of the tasks, the students performed

very well, in the first period class. In the second period,

the students had difficulty role-playing.

The most noticeable difference when the roles were

switched from negative to positive was the change in noise

level! When the negative roles were being played, the

participatns were almost screaming. When the positive roles

were being played, they spoke so quietly that the observers

had difficulty hearing the discussion. Also, the discussion

proceeded so smoothly in the first period class that they

reached consensus very quickly« The second period did not

finish; their ability to play positive roles was poor.

As for the subject, matter of the discussion, there was

a high degree of unanimity among all the groups in both
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olasses. I was surprised by the conservatism of the students

standards. They tended to choose the older, more experienced

tnachers, despite the assininity of their stated views.

have changed one adjective in the statement of applicant A.

Originally she had described herself as l'attractiven.

changed this to Hintelligentll to avoid violent hostility on

the part of some girls. The final ranking of the first period

class was as follows:

I. H

2. D

3. C

4. G

5. J

6. F

7. E

8. I

9. B

10. A
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4-

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE GROUP IN THE FISH BOWL

Today I am asking you to do two things at once) which
you may find i'ather difficult but also a lot of fun.

The group task is to arrive at final consensus on the
ranking of the teachers. Proceed as you did yesterday in
your original group. (You will need yesterday's dittoes.)

While carrying on the discussion) SiX of you will be
asked to play specific roles. Your role will be given to
you on a separate slip of paper. Don't tell the other
members of the group what you role is.

The task of the observers is to identify the role each
of you is playing.

First you will be asked to play negative roles. When
I think the observers have guessed what role each of you is
playing, I will stop the discussion. Then I will assign each
of you positive roles and you will continue the discussion.

Good lucks

P.S. Be sure to get a copy of the ditto the observers have
before you leave the class.
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Today the students in the disOussion
group have Seen assignedspeoifie roles to plAYt It it your task as an observer toidentify the role each is OleYing.

""" EMOtIONO 1101n
There are many rolei, other than task roles, that peoplePlay in groups. Here are some,

gositiveihe3,44)ftples

$moureger: Is warm and responsive to others; acceptsthe contributions of others; gives others an opportunityfor recognition,

gxpresser of eropp feWngs: Senses the feeling, the mood,the relationships within the group and shares his ownreeling'

Harmonizer: Attempts to reconcile differences and reducetension by giving people a chance to explore their diff-erences,

Ompromiser: When his own idea or status is involved ina conflict, he offers to compromise; admits error whenhe is wrong and disciplines himself to maintain groupsolidarity,

tte-keeper: Keeps communication channels open and helpse participation of others.

altandargil-setttv Expresses standards for the group toachieve; applies standards in evaluating the groupprocess and the achievement of the group.

LensanacienruelittLagla

Interrupts, monopolizes, is very sure of every-thing 0 says, tries to lead the group, asserts authority)is autocratic.

Interferes with the progress of the group byreject ng ideas; takes a negative attitude toward allsuggestions, argues unduly, is pessimistic) refuses tocooperate.

PepeQr: Withdraws in some way; is indifferent or aloof;may be completely silent; daydreams) doodles, whispersto others.

.rector: Struggles for status, boasts, criticizes; triesto destroy the self-esteem or status of others.
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Attempts to get attention by boasting
ong experience or great accolplishments.

2.14Y10.10 Displays a lack of involvement in the group
Process by horseplay inaPProPriate humor, or oYnioism.

KEEP THIS DITTO IN YOUR NOTEBOOK.
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LESSON SEVEN

ObAecAve

The students will read a story and write five good

discussion questions based on that story.

prgepdgre

Have books available.

Distribute dittoes. Students will follow instructions

in the ditto.

MAterials

A though-provoking story which can be read by most

students in less than a period.

Instructions for Today (ditto)

palvation

Discussion questions submitted by students.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR TODAY

Take a book, from the front table. Read "The Trouble"
which begins on p. 11, (Reepondiag: FouD)

After you have read the story, write fiv questions
about the story which might be used for group discussion.

Here are the standards for a good discussion question:

1. is the wording clear and to the point?
(if sentence structure, sPelling, and Punctuation
are poor your sentence will not be Clear.)

Does the question indicate aspecific area to be
covered in the discussion?

Is the question suited to group discussion?

4. Is the question phrased Objectively? (Thie meanO
that the question doesn't reveal how the writer
of the question thinks or feels.)

Does the question encourage a variety of responses,
solutions, or alternatives?

Be sure your paper has a correct heading and suitable
title. Be sure to turn it in.
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000ive

The students will discuss a story in small groups.

LESSON EIGHT

71,9cOure

Have available the hooks used yesterday.

Distribute ditto "Practice Your Discussion Skills."

students will follow the instructions in the ditto

Materials

Books containing the short story.

Practice Your Discussion Skills (ditto)

,valuation

The process and content of the discussions,

The

C went

You will need to prepare your own ditto in accordance

with the story you choose. Use the best dlsoussiO0 questions

submitted by the students,
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PRACTICE YOUR DISCUSSION SKILLS

Take a <book from the table,

Get into a group of four or five people. Choose a

secretary.

DiscUee the following questions one-at a time.

The secretary shouldrecord the groups final answer to

each question. Everyone ghould sign the paper.

Twenty minutes before the end orthe period we will come

together to share our answers.

QUESTIONS

1. 'Why did Old Gramma let in the white man?

2. What was the "funny idea" the narrator said he got

hold of? (p. 16, top left)

3, Why did the priest aay, "That's the trouble," when

the white man said, "Itm a Catholic too, Father'"? (P. 19,

top right)

4. Notice the use of the word "trouble" in the above

passages. It is also used in the title. What's the

connection?

5. What is the theme of the story?

6, According to the story, what does it take to make men

brothers?
INO Mf ft M IMO

For your information, this is the poem quoted in the

IF WE MUST DIE by Claude McKay

If we must diem-let it not be like hogs
Hunted and penned in an inglorious spot,
While round us bark the Mad and hungry dogs,
Making their mock at our accursed lot.
It we must diemmoh, let us nobly die,

stoty.
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So that our precious blood may not be shed
In vain; then even the monsters we defy
Shall be oonstrA.neCto ,honor, though ,04d1
Oh, Kinsmen I 00W the' common
Though far outnumbered, us OhOtIti6 brave,
And ..or their thousand blows :deal one deathblow;
What 010.4k befOre the OpeA grave?
Like 'Mon WO 11 face the murderous', cowardly pack ,
Pressed to the 1011 dying, but fighting back!
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LESSON NINE

Obieotive

The students will respond to each other.

WWI=
Tell students that one of the weakest aspects of their

discussions is that they rush to give their own opinions with..

out p.stening to what others have said and making appropriate

comments.

There are a number of types of responses you can make to

another speaker. (List on board and have students copy in

their notebooks.)

Raising questions ("When did you first begin to feel

this way?")

Being supportive ("I have also felt that way, so I

can sympathize with you ')

Clarifying ("Do you mean that your father frequently

beat you or only threatened to?")

Reflecting what the speaker says or feels ("You

apparently are very angry at your father.")

Giving examples from one's own experience ("A

similar problem confronted me last year; my

parents wouldn't let me use the car.")

Today we are going to do two exercises to help us to

listen and to respond.

Assign letters of the alphabet (A through M) to members

of the °lase.
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Here is an outline of group interactions in a good dis

cussion. We are going to have adiscussion folloWing this

outline. Distribute ditto "Pattern of Interaction."

If you have been given a letter, read down the list and

circle your letter when it appears at the beginning of a

sentence. That is to remind you that that step is your move,

What topic would you like to discuss? (My students sug-

gested "Should marijuana be legalized?") Write the discussion

question on the board.

Students discuss the question by following the outline,

Then analyze the requested responses that gave the most

difficulty. Suggest possible wordings.

Next ask for two volunteers to play a game. Ask one to

be the speaker, the other to be the listener/responder. The

rest of the class should listen carefully to see if the latter

follows instructions and to observe how his responses affect

the speaker.

Ask the speaker to choose a topic of personal interest.

(A Personal problem lends itself best to the activity.) The

object of the game is for the responder to keep the speaker

talking as long as possible without ever giving his own ideas

or disagreeing with the speaker. Keep track of time.

When the two people have no more to say, ask observers

to comment. Ask the speaker how he felt about the responses.

Repeat with two other volunteers. Compare time.

Try a short full-class discussion on a question the

students choose. No one may give his own idea until he has
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first responded to the previous speaker. Ask a student to

summarize the discussion.

Pattern of Interaction (Ditto)

gal, tutu
itudentsl ability to listen and td respond.

Comment,

Another technique:fortraiwing:studntOtcy.*iten is to

stop a discussion oocasionallYandaSk k:00400t to summarize,

A good discussion should always be summarized at the end,.
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V

Keep this ditto in your'our notebook.

PATTERN OF INTERACTION

A starts discussion by giving his opinion.

B responds to A, indicating whether he agrees or disagrees
and wny.

3. 0 responds to both A and B but gives no new idea, She
simply states agreement or disagreement with A and B.

4. D introduces new idea--his opinion.

5. E responds to D.

6. F asks E a question to clarify his opinion.

7. E answers.

8. 0 relates his opinion to that of either B or A.

9. B responds to O.

10. A responds to O.

11. H responds to O.

12. 0 replies.

13. F presents his opinion.

14. I responds to F.

15. J introduces new idea -her opinion.

16. K points out the relationship between J's opinion and
those voiced by A, B, D, and O.

17. L asks K what his opinion is,

18. K replies.

19. K responds to K's reply, revealing his own opinion.

20. M introduces new idea--his opinion.

21. E responds to M's opinion.

22. H responds to M's opinion.

23. I responds to M's opinion and indicates her view.

24. A summarizes the position of the group.
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LESSON TEN

The students will practice all the discussion skills

learned in the unit.

proctlure

Distribute ditto ',Final DiSalsOion in DissuSsion sills
Unit', as students enter, The students Will follow the, in.

struotions on the ditto.

Asplament

Read carefully all you dittoes and notes on this untt to

prepare yourself for tomorrow.

MOsrisls

Final Discussion in Discussion Skills Unit (ditto)

Evaluation of Group Process (ditto) -- same form as

used in Lesson Five

Evaluation

Teae.:Ierls observation of discussion skills

Student evaluations
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FINAL DISCUSSION,IN DISCUSSION SKILLS UNIT

Today we will practice using all the skills we have learned
in thie unit.

Oet into a group of six or seven students.

Pretend that we have reached that ideal situation in which
students not only have a voice in hiring teachers but also have
a voice in evaluating (judging) them.

Your group's task today is to design a report card for
teachers,

Every member of the group will make contributions to the
discussion. All decisions will be made by reaohing consensus,

Follow this procedure:

1. Choose a group leader if the group decides they
want one.

2. Choose a group secretary.

3. Decide on the Das standards that are most
essential for a good teacher to meet.

4. Decide on a method for juding how well a teacher
meets each of these standards. (Ask yourselves
how you will kno how well each standard is met.)

5. Decide on a grading scale. Be sure your grading
scale has an explanation. (For example, if you
decide to use letter grades, what does each
letter mean?)

Choose two people to represent your group in
tomorrow's discussion.

7. De sure, that the secretary's report meets every-
one's satisfaction, Then sign the report. The
two representatives for tomorrow should be
indicated. Then present the report to the teacher.

Save this ditto for tomorrow.
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LESSON ELEVEN

Dhlsatin

The students will demonstrate their knowledge of good

discussion skills either by participating in a fishbowl

discussion or by evaluating that discussion.

Proopdige

In advance, arrange seats for a fishbowl discussion.

Give the students who will participate in the disoUssion

copies of ditto "Instructions for Final FishbowIll and the

secretaries's reports from the previous day. Give all other

students copies of ditto fillow Well Can You Evaluate a Die

cussion?fl

Write on the board the names of the students in the

fishbowl.

When everyone is ready, give a signal for the discussion

to start.

The teacher will need to fill out an observation report

in detail in order to grade the students' evaluations.

When discussion is finished, collect report and evaluations.

Materials,

Secretaries' reports

instructions for Final Fishbowl (ditto)

How Well Can You Evaluate a Discussion? (ditto)
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praluat04

Discussion skills demonstrated by discussants

Observerst acouracy of evaluation
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INATRUOTIONS FOR FINAL FISHBOWL

Your task is to reach a final consensus on all the items

in yesterday's task. -In other words, you will deoign'the-best

possible report card using the best ideas from each of Yes -2.

terday's groups. _Ircdoing so, you will-detonstrate-00,-YOU:

cane ata all of .the diScusaiofi skillswe,hava praCticaa:i11-:,

individual lessons.g

You 14111 need' the ditto from yesterday's discusSion and

the report of the group you are'representing.

please speak loud enough so that-the ObserVers can'hear

your discussion. They have a task to do also.



-

4

Name Section

Date

HOW WELL CAN YOU EVALUATE A DISCUSSION?

Today you will receive a grade for your evaluation of
the discussion in the fishbowl.

Read this form carefully before the discussion Starts
eo that you will know what-to listen for. You may refer to
any of the dittoes or notes in your'notebook. If you cannot
hear) ask the group to speak louder.

Did the group have one leader or was leadership shared?

2. Name the participant who performed the duties of leader

most frequently.

Were all of the following task roles performed? Place

a check after those that were. Place an x after those

that were not.

Initiating

Information seeking

Opinion seeking

Information giving

Opinion giving
.1.1.101..."4110640.0.0.0".6"

Clarifying

Summtkrising

Consensus toting

Name a positive looialsemOtional role that was *loved

in the kroup#

Who- performed that role?

WM a negative eoeial.emotional role that was performed)
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7. Who performed that role?

(If no one did-either of the above, say 'so.)

6. Rate the entire,disoussion by choosing one of the

numbers on the scale below. Write the number here:

1. All task roles were performed and shared by

all_pArtioipanto. -416 negative eoo141.,emOttorial:
. .,

role's. 'Excellent listining-r000.1144.

2. All task roles, wer4i,pertorMedbutnot,by.

everyone in the ii4u0. No negatiVe*ooiOl4

emotional roles.

3. Some task roles were not performed.

4, Two or three people dominated the 4ecussion-

without encouraging others;`

5. One or two people dominated the discuOion.

They made no attempt to encOurage,others or,

test everyone for consensus Moot-other

members were deserters.,
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P.

EXAMPLE OF STUDENT-DESIGNED TEACHER REPORT CARD

Atularim

1. A good teacher will relate to the students.

2. A good teacher will control the students.

3. A good teacher will keep the class interested.

4. A good teacher will teach the subject.

5. A good teacher will give the students a chance to
express themselves.

Mo Q, Avaluatio

From the beginning we will keep a chart or grading sheet

on which we will record the work the teacher gives from day

to day, and on the basis of this we will judge the teacher.

A An excellent teacher really gets her points scrosS.

B A teacher who gets her work done but doesn't always
ask the students what they want to-lb rn

C Fairly good on both of the above but could be better,

D A teacher who teaches you when she feels ltke it.

F This teacher doesn't give a damn as long ad she's
paid,



LESSON TWELVE

(not a full period)

0.100W-ve

-The students will complete a post-test questionnaire

on freedom of eXpression'in this clue.

PrpoO4Pr9

Distribute questionnaire.

'Students will answer questionnaire.

Collect.

M4erlals

Freedom of Expression in This Class, Novomber 61 1973
(ditto)

Comparison of pre-test and post-test responses.



-You do not need to put your name on this paper, but please
answerA.t carefully.

FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION IN THIS CLASS
(November 8, 197))

We reached consensus on the following definitions for
freedom of expression:

Period,l, Expressing-ourselves freely and openly means
expressing ourselves-in a relaxed manner without feeling
AOstility or creating hostility.

Period 2; 'Expressing Ourselves freely and openly means
speaking up when we have something'to say,

Using the definitions agreed on by your class; answer the
following questions,

In this olass I feel free to express myself (check one)

all the time

most of the time

sometimes

never

When I don't feel free to express myself, the reason most
often is (It you checked "all the time" above, leave this
blank.)

other studentS wouldn't like it

the teacher souldn't like it

other students are talking

the teacher, is talking

I don't trust other students

I doOlvtrust-101e=006r- .....".

Other (please -WO):

The stuOilits twho -Tfeel-:000.- to -otiress themselves ,make up
,

Of =00- aloes : 25

it= the 41490 -nobOdy

(!-64-130

-
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Ras the teaoher done anything during the DisousSion Skills

Unit to help you to feel more free to express yourself?

If your answer is oyes'', what has she done?

Have other students done anything 4n this unit to help you

to feel more free to express Yourself?.

Ti your answer ts Ilyesit% what have they done?

If your answer is ',non, what could tley havedone?



COMPARISON OP PRErTEST AND.POST0TEST RESPONSES

Y'iT4Q0 1 Dr4od 2,

te.t/t Pgst**tkOt r4.94,Wienst.,ete0

In this class I feel free...

all the time 7 5

most of the time 5 11

sometimes 14 15

never 2 0

When I don't feel free...

other students wouldn't
like it 4 4

teacher wouldn't like it 1 1

other students talking 9 6

teacher talking 3 0

don't trust students 0 0

don't trust teacher 1 0

other 7 13

Students who feel free...

100% of class 3

75% 14

50% 3

;5* 10 2

riobodT 2

4 7

4 10

13 12

7 0

2 1

0

5 6

5

0 2

3 2

6

4

7

5

5



POST-TEST RESPONSES NOT OIVEN ON PREVIOUS PAOE

(Period 1 only)

Reasons listed under other for not feeling free:
3 I don't feel like talking.
3 I have nothing to say
Someone's point is similar to mine or mine wouldn't be

of importance.
I'm not sure why.

2 I'd rather listen to others,
I am sometimes scared of the students looking at me like

I don't know what I'm talking about,
Most of the time it's already been said
No specific answer-NI just don't.

Has teacher done anything...to help...
Yes 2?
What has she done?

She has led me to believe in her so well that I feel
that it you haven't learned that you would never.

Presents a free atmosphere in the-class.
She listens to what you have to say.and doesn't try

to rush you or tell you. that you don't 'now what
you're saying,

She's joked with us and hasn't'given us a-hard time,
2 She has asked respect:while others are speaking.

She heip_us_learn what discussion is all about. She-
let u$ say what-we sally wanted to say. She has
helped us in many-way$,-

You have made me more pertinent in the school rules of
teacher etc,

-

Because--ehe tried to get the point over to you.
Gives each person a chance to say- what she or he wants.
Well.-shittold'us it would be.pert'of our: grades, and

I feel like if it's a part of -our grade-I'll do
anything) but the majority of the time she leaVes
the decieion up to us. _

she's tried to get every student used to one another,
and show then that they are free to speak.

By trying'to get answers from us. Or asking us
questions.

She sat and watched and didn't interfere when the group

She helped-Us by giving iaOussions and having each
was talking; but she often,
person- follow $1100iic role. _and ihe'triedto
enhance 1$6h:StOdOnt'to express or-40$elt,_

She go 4:4ShboW/ together aid -that Made petige_.

'coo iffe .11 )1

11k- he i
YOU- 118' :614, -of -stthiiite when yo-U Oink

ve'
I i

peOple7We

V! 01,

ggleIMPAITggitn



She talks with you and tries to have group work for you,
2 Put us in discussing groups.

Oroup session: discussing in groups of 5 to O.
She tried to make you feel-more relaxed and she

brought the problem out in the open. She also had
an open mind and listened to everybody's opinion.

She has participated more than usual.
By giving us a situation in which everyone would most

likely say something or want to say something. The
teacher has also given us time to discuss other things,

No 4

What could she have done?
She could have explained to the other students that it

is not right to prejudge, laugh at, or make fun of
another person's opnion.

Whenever I want to express myself I will sometimes
but not often.

She couldn't have done nothing, It was all my fault
because I don't have much to say in here.

Have students done anything to help?
Yes

Some did.
I am not sure,

What have they done?
Because the class stopped and listened most of the time

and they_don't make you feel cracked up or idt down.
They just listen.

They listen to what you have to say and if you get-
stuck on something or can't really put it-in the
right words they would speak up and help-you out.

In these few weeks I think WIEW have loarned_that more
than one person has a different opinion than they
and in this have given them a chance to express
the Way they-feel.

They 10.0 say what's on our mind. They really didn't
get mad when we say things they didn't

Told their feeling, to-make theings feel the same.etc.
Everybody had Something to say.

5 They listen to what you're trying to,say and you listen
rto-theMp-

Some h4ve tried to carry on conversations that are
interesting10:YOu, anUthey'w4rit'tochear your
004401.---

8Y-SOking'thet most400p1S-Onft'llaY-AnYthingl -80-
that Maim eo40,-pe09.0-teel bad140,thertAlk.

3 -'110' :Wee '44.0Apt -40osprifsc tamsomo. a 4 is
kyos_ *ttie fi#1.f00:0.0 ,00,0111

TheyliehOdAgestlone 000 what tf wares ins;
wetf AO' 'get -4t afa-

-express thempeltvopo
.



By just saying something or Clair actions. Most of
the students here seem to be quiet but when they
make a statement it's sort of shocking.

No q
What could they have done?

They made me feel 1111 free to express myself.
They should have learned to respect another
person's opinion as much as they would like theirs
to be respected. Not try to be mean or anything to
someone who is expressing himself just because they
haven't agreed with him in the past.

Listen to others opinions.
They acted normal.
They couldn't have done anything, really, because only

you can make up your mind, or express what you feel.
For some people, if they see that the atmosphere is
relaxed they might feel free then but as for myself
it makes no difference.

Nothing.
They (the 50% who do not feel free) couldn't have done

anything because if they won't partioipate and
express themselves, how could they help me?
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UNIT EVALUATION
(period 1 only)

Do you believe that Your own ability to contribute to a
discussion has been improved by this unit?

Yes ~ 22

In what way do you think YOU have improved?

7 I feel freer (or less afraid or more relaxed) to
say what I have to say.

4 I talk more.
2 I listen morel with more understanding.

I now know almost everyone in the class.
Improved my discussion skills.
I have improved by really seeing the other students'

point of view.
Sharing ideas.
I think I improved because now I can go to my history

class and stand up and give a good discussion with
no swot, and most of all without getting nervous.

No 9

Why?

3 I have not spoken more than I used to.
2 I didn't make an effort to try,

I have learned how some people turn against you
Just because they don't like what you say.

Came in at end of unit.

Activities from which students believed they learned the mostt

13_ Fishbowl on 8 statement$ about groups
9 Fishbowl in which sodialPemotional roles were played
7 Reaching consensus on teachers to be hired( small--

groups)
6 Completing evaluation of smallogroupdisoupgjon on

'ranking teachers
Discussing_ he
1011:-olass disousOon: responding to previous speaker

5 10140i-rig 000$40008*On 8 statements about groups-'(small
grO000

5-00001etin'Aserve00.1--14000t-Oti'ttratliShbOwl
4 rim :_tilMgfet.tCPreleStAuestiOnnaciA4
4 ksti -jOittityTai coto0

ltift i i f fita-

Tea.-4 tti5,0
'WV -roptitt oirSobilI-eMottOnalies
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4
ip

2 Reaching consensus on report card for teachers
(small groups)

2 Final fishbowl
1 Making live sculptures
1 Came of keeping the speaker talking
1 Completing evaluation of last small-group discussion

Activities students enjoyed most:

16 Fishbowl in which social-emotional roles were played
14 Fishbowl on 8 statements about groups
13 Making live sculptures
10 Reaching consensus on teachers to be hired (small

groups)
6 Full-class discussion: responding to previous speaker
6 Game of keeping the speaker talking
4 Writing discussion questions for a story
4 Discussing the story
3 Completing observers' report on social-emotional

roles (fishbowl)
2 ReaChing consensus on report card for teachers

(Small grOups)
2 Completing observers' report on first fishbowl
1 Summary of tesponses to pre-test questionnaire
1 Reaching consensus on 0 statements about groups

(small groups)
1 FolloWing a script of disCussion interaction
1 CoMpleting evaluation of last small group discussion
1 Evaluating final fishbowl
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